
































CTD Processing Notes
Fr06/92
D.J. Vaudrey

General.

Note:  This data had previously been issued with incorrectly applied temperature
calibration coefficients.  This report applies to the revised data.

        RV Franklin cruise Fr06/92 was predominately a mooring recovery cruise in
equatorial water adjacent to Papua New Guinea and was divided between two projects under
the Chief Scientist Dr Eric Lindstrom. 47 CTDÕs were carried out in and around Vitiaz
Strait to support the Moored current meter array in the New Guinea coastal undercurrent. 
The Second mooring recovery was the joint Australian-Japan Moored Instrument Array on the
equator.
        The cruise was commenced with CTD unit 4, which was changed after Station 10, as
the real rime display trace appeared noisy.  CTD unit 1 was placed in the rosette. 
Unfortunately a new master file was not instituted with the change in CTDÕs and some
software modifications had to be carried out to enable processing to proceed using only
one master file.  Post cruise examination of the data from CTD unit 4 did not reveal any
problem with the data from Unit 4 and could only be put down to the fact that it was the
first time that this scientific party has used the revised real time display and was not
familiar with its form.  Logging failures also occurred during station 9 and 10, and
system time was incorrectly set at one stage.  
        This cruise was the first cruise calibrated using temperature calibration
coefficients scaled in t90 units.  Some changes had to be made to software to ensure
temperatures used internally within the SAL78 routines were t68 units.  

Station List.

1.      6 bottles fired at 750 decibars.
2.      Rosette ramp set at position 6 and positions 1, 2, 3 10, 11 and 12 fired at 750
decibars for test firing.
3.      No apparent problems.
4.      No apparent problems.
5.      Lost data communications on upcast ~ 872 decibars.  Data logging failed.  Data
returned at 424.9 dBar.  Restarted logging as station 6 for samples.
7.      Observers commented Sal trace seemed spikey.
8.      No apparent problem.
9.      System rebooted, due to file handling problem.  Time not set correctly.
10.     Did not wait for thermometers at rosette position 2 to equilibrate due to
shoaling bottom.
11.     First station with CTD # 1.  Replaced CTD #4.
12.     Thermometers at position 2 hungup.
13.     System time notice out by 24 minutes.
14.     Misfire at position 7.  Indicated out of synchronisation on refire.  Bottle 9
closed at surface.
15.     No response from Bottle 4, OK on retry.
16.     No apparent problems.
17.     DO sensor erratic on upcast.  Misfire at position 1, retry OK. Misfire at
position , but probably successful.
18.     No apparent problems.
19.     No apparent problems.
20.     No apparent problems.
21.     No apparent problems.
22.     Altimeter not working?
23.     Close approach to bottom to test altimeter.  Misfire indicated at position 5,
appeared to have fired.
24.     Altimeter NOT working.  No response from altimeter on first attempt to fire
position 4.
25.     Altimeter playing up again.
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26.     No apparent problems.
27.     Altimeter working intermittently.
28.     Altimeter no working.
29.     No apparent problems.
30.     Data logging failed during upcast, successfully restarted.
31.     No apparent problems.
32.     No apparent problems.
33.     New altimeter fitted.
34.     Aborted first dip due to bow thruster failure.
35.     No apparent problems.
36.     No apparent problems.
37.     No apparent problems.
38.     No apparent problems.
39.     Misfire indicated on position 6, but appears to have fired.
40.     No apparent problems.
41.     No apparent problems.
42.     No apparent problems.
43.     No apparent problems.
44.     No apparent problems.
45.     No apparent problems.
46.     No apparent problems.
47.     No apparent problems.

Calibration Information.
        
Temperature  Coefficients (T-90) - (November 92 Post cruise temperature calibration)
        Stations 1-10   - Unit  4
                Temperature Bias =0.99966
                Temperature Offset = +3.3508e-06 oC
        Stations 11-47  - Unit 1
                Temperature Bias = 0.99983
                Temperature Offset = -2.9976 e-03 oC

Conductivity (Cell Factors)
                S.D Salinity following calibration =  0.0026 psu
                        using 336 out of 413 bottles.
Offset Term     Cond Term       Stn. Dep. Term

Stations      1, 10  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0, edit=  2.8
-.34056281E-02   0.10017523E-02 -.41503020E-07,  n =      59
                std. dev. =     0.48148E-02

Stations     11,  20  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0 edit=  2.8
-.69280709E-01  0.10010253E-02  0.80606505E-08,  n =      65
                std. dev. =     0.15008E-02

Stations     21,  29  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0 edit=  2.8
-.66060930E-01   0.10011844E-02 -.53820748E-08,  n =      64
                std. dev. =     0.19122E-02 

Stations     30,  47  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0 edit=  2.8
-.66908348E-01  0.100009163E-02 0.62397590E-08,  n =     141
                std. dev. =     0.21519E-02 

Pressure Offset (Individual Stations)

station 001    offset = -4.40   station 002    offset = -4.40
station 003    offset = -4.90   station 004    offset = -4.20
station 005    offset = -4.30   station 007    offset = -4.30
station 008    offset = -4.20   station 009    offset = -4.00
station 010    offset = -4.70   station 011    offset = -1.10
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station 012    offset = -1.10   station 013    offset = -1.00
station 014    offset = -0.60   station 015    offset = -1.00
station 016    offset = -0.60   station 017    offset = -2.10
station 018    offset = -1.60   station 019    offset = -1.60
station 020    offset = -2.00   station 021    offset = -1.80
station 022    offset = -1.90   station 023    offset = -1.30
station 024    offset = -2.20   station 025    offset = -1.20
station 026    offset = -1.20   station 027    offset = -0.90
station 028    offset = -1.10   station 029    offset = -1.10
station 030    offset = -0.70   station 031    offset = -1.60
station 032    offset = -1.20   station 033    offset = -2.00
station 034    offset = -1.60   station 035    offset = -1.30
station 036    offset = -1.40   station 037    offset = -1.80
station 038    offset = -0.90   station 039    offset = -1.30
station 040    offset = -1.20   station 041    offset = -1.00
station 042    offset = -1.20   station 043    offset = -1.40
station 044    offset = -0.60   station 045    offset = -0.70
station 046    offset = -0.90   station 047    offset = -0.80

Station 1 - 10  (Unit 4)
Down cast First Order :+8.4561e-03      Upcast First Order : -5.3668e -03
    Ò        Second Order : -1.3702e-05    Ò   Second Order : -3.1088e-06
    Ò        Third Order : -+6.7540e-09    Ò      Third Order : +3.7279e-09
    Ò        Fourth Order : -1.3336e-12    Ò      Forth Order : -9.6233e-13
    Ò           Fifth Order : -1.3702e-17          Ò      Fifth Order : +7.6358e-17

Station 11- 47  (Unit 1)
Down cast First Order :+8.6203e-03      Upcast First Order : -2.6182e -03
    Ò        Second Order : -1.3318e-05    Ò   Second Order : -1.6092e-06
    Ò        Third Order : +7.4695e-09     Ò      Third Order : +2.7248e-13
    Ò        Fourth Order : -1.6429e-12    Ò      Forth Order : -7.8409e-13
    Ò           Fifth Order : +1.2231e-16          Ò      Fifth Order : +6.5036e-17
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